Abstmct -This paper addresses the problem of efficient coding of an important class of signals, namely piecewise polynomials. For this signal class, we develop a coding algorithm, which achieves oracle like r a t e d i s t o r t i o n (R-D) behavior i n the high bit rate regime and with a reasonable computational complexity. For the 1-D case, our scheme is based on the binary tree segmentation of the signal and an optimal bit allocation strategy a m o n g the different signal segments. The scheme further encodes the similar neighbors jointly to achieve the right exponen-
ficient coding of an important class of signals, namely piecewise polynomials. For this signal class, we develop a coding algorithm, which achieves oracle like r a t e d i s t o r t i o n (R-D) behavior i n the high bit rate regime and with a reasonable computational complexity. For the 1-D case, our scheme is based on the binary tree segmentation of the signal and an optimal bit allocation strategy a m o n g the different signal segments. The scheme further encodes the similar neighbors jointly to achieve the right exponentially decaying R D behavior ( D ( R ) -c 0 2 -~~~) .
W e
have also shown that the computational cost of the scheme is of the order 0 (Nlog N) . W e then show that the scheme can be easily exfended t o the 2-D case, as the quad tree based coding scheme, w i t h the similar R-D behavior and computational cost. Finally, we will conclude with some numerical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the study of piecewise polynomial functions as an approximation to piecewise smooth functions. Wavelets have long been considered ideal candidates for piecewise smooth function due to their vanishing moment properties [5] . It was shown in [l, 61 that for piecewise polynomial signals, the distortion of wavelet based coder decays as D (R) -However, since such a signal can be precisely described by a finite number of parameters, it is not difficult to realize that R-D behavior of the oracle based method dt :ys as
D(R) -~o 2 -"~
(1)
In [6] , this R-D behavior has been realized with a polynomial computational cost using dynamic programming. At low rates, such an algorithm works well for piecewise smooth signals too. The basic ingredient is to precisely model singularities, which c a i also he done in a wavelet scheme using footprints (41. The dynamic segmentation algorithm in [6] achieves the right R-D characteristic, but its computational cost is high (0 (N')). Moreover, this algorithm cannot be generalized to the 2-D case.
In this paper, we are interested in a coding scheme, which achieves oracle like asymptotic R-D behavior with polynomial complexity for 1-D as well as 2-D signals. In particular, for the 1-D case we present a coding scheme which utilizes binary tree segmentation with optimal bit allocation among different segments. Investigation of the algorithm reveals the inherent weakness in the initial coding scheme, leading to a suboptimal performance (0 ( R ) -cz&2-es"~. This leads us to More importantly, the optimal hinary tree scheme in the 1-D case can be easily extended to the 2-D case as an optimal quadtree scheme with the similar computational complexity. The proposed optimal quadtree scheme also achieves the OIacle like R-D performance for some simple classes of images whereas for the 2-D case there is no known algorithm, which achieves the right R-D behavior with a reasonable computational cost. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
fist, we will present the classical binary tree algorithm along with the improved binary tree algorithm which achieves the optimal R-D behaviour. Then, we show the extension of 1-D scheme to 2-D using the quadtree based scheme and conclude with some experimental results. A. The classical binary tree algorithm The classical tree algorithm utiliz'es R-D framework with independent coding of the nodes of the tree and an MSE distortion metric. Our scheme employs a b i n 9 tree segmentation followed by a coding scheme on each signal block in an operational R-D optimal sense. We employ an operational R-D optimization that is similar to the approach used in [SI in finding the best wavelet packet bases. A decision strategy based on optimizing R-D performance for each signal block is d e signed so that the coder can decide if a signal block is worth to be further divided and coded with some appropriate quantization level. The algorithm can be summarized as follows 1. Segmentation of the input signal: a binary tree segmentation scheme is employed. 2. Generation of the optimal R-D curve for each suh-signal assuming the polynomial model. 3. Optimization of this representation to achieve the best reconstructed signal for a given hit rate constraint and distort i w measure (MSE). Optimally allocate the hits among the tree leaves using the Lagrangian cost based pruning method for an optimal quality factor(X) [9].
181:
develop an improved coding scheme, which encodes the similar neighbors jointly. In doing so the improved coding scheme achieves the desired R-D behavior given by (1).
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B. R -~
In this section, we will derive an asymptotic R-D behavior of the classical coding algorithm for the piecewise polynomial signd(PPS). Since there are only N, transition noints so at most of the classical binary tree scheme 
. An improved binary tree coding algorithm
The optimal tree is obtained via recursively dividing nodes with transition (switch) points. Essentially the binary tree grows only in the region where the algorithm finds transition points, That means the binary tree segmentation algorithm acts like a singularity detector. Suppose that the tree decomposition depth is J , which will be large in the high rate regime. Therefore the total number of terminal-nodes (leaves) in the classical binary tree is bounded as follows:
Therefore the number of leaves t o be coded grows linearly w.r.t. the decomposition depth J . In the 'pruned tree, every tree level will haue at most ZNt nodes. Therefore the total number of nodes MJ of the pruned tree is bounded as follows
Since there are only Nt transition points, so at most Nt leaves will have a transition point and the remaining JNt leaves ( eq. (2)) will bepimply represented by a polynomial piece without any discontinuity. If we simply don't encode the singular leaves, then their distortion will be bounded by A 2 T T J . Let us allocate J bits to each of the remaining simple leaves. This will make sure that the distortion of every simple leaf (leaf without a singularity) is bounded by A'T (P + 1)'2-' [6] . Therefore both the simple leaves and singular leaves have the distortion of the order 0 ( 2 -J ) .
Therefore the net distortion is bounded as follows
The bit rate needed for coding the leaves is Rk,,, = J N t v J . The binary tree split-merge decision variable will consume bits equal to the total number of nodes (MJ -2JNt; &om ( 3 ) ) in the optimal binary tree. Hence the total bit rate is Investigation of the suboptimality: Since the binary tree segmentation acts like a singularity detector, so when the tree grows to capture a singularity in a region, it divides the same polynomial piece repeatedly. The classical coding scheme encodes these subdivided pieces of the same polynomial separately. This independent coding of dependent nodes results in a suboptimal R-D behavior.
Investigation in the earlier subsection suggests that the inter node dependency should be exploited to achieve the optimal R-D performance. To ensure this, the improved coding scheme employs the same previous classical binary tree coding scheme followed by the neighbor joint coding algorithm, which, in fact, decides whether incoming leaf should be jointly coded with its neighbor or not. 
D. Neighbor joint coding algorithm
The neighbor joint coding algorithm is as follows:
1. As soon as the neighbor joint coding algorithm receives the leaf information, the algorithm looks for the leaf's spatial neighbor which bas already been encountered by the algorithm. Suppose n: represents the j t h node at the ith level of the binary tree, then its neighbors (nz) at the level io are Left neighbor : j t = 2('"-') 3 ' -1;
Right neighbor : j t = Z(ia-i) ( j + 1) ;
In the above formulation, 7$ is assumed to be the root node. neighbor joint coding variable will be set to one, otherwise the neighbor joint coding variable will be set to zero and the leaf information will be sent. We need only one bit for the neighbor joint coding variable as the structure of the ,binary tree always ensures that the number of the immediate neighbors to the incoming leaf is one, so we only have to indicate whether neighbors are encoded jointly or not. 3. If the neighbor joint coding algorithm does not find any transmitted neighbor, then the neighbor joint coding variable will be set to zero and the leaf information will be sent.
E. R-D analysis of the improved binary tree scheme
L e m m a 1 The improued binary tree algorithm, which jointly encodes the similar neighbors, reduces the eflctiue number of the leaves to be enwded to Nt + 1, where Nt is the number of the internal tmnsition points in a piecewise polynomial signal.
Proof:
The improved binary tree algorithm employs the neighbor joint coding scheme to encode the similar neighbors jointly. The Lagrangian pruning will join the two neighboring blocks if the joint block does not have the singularity. So there will be at most Nt singular leaves at the decomposition depth J . If J is large enough, then each singularity will lie in a M e r e n t dyadic leaf. Let us assume that ith singularity lies in the interval [KiTZ-', (Ki + 1) T2-'1, where i = 1 , . . . , Nt and Kis are the integers such that -1 = KO < K I < . . . < K N~ < KN*+I = 2'.
If we traverse the binary tree such that we move from left to right in the spatial domain, then all the leaves to the left of the first singularity node [KITS-',(KI + 1)T2-']) at depth J will be joined(prnned I to form the first joint block.
Similarly, all the leaves to the right of the lirst singularity block to the beginning of the second singularity node will be combined to form the second joint block. We can continue this process of joining all the simple leaves (without singularity) between two consecutive singular leaves till we reach the end of the signal. In this way, all the leaves lying in the in-.terval + 1)T2-J,K,T2-J] will be sequentially joined to form one joint leaf. Therefore, the improved tree algorithm results in Nt + 1 joint hlocks(1eaves) and Nt singular leaves .
Since the leaves containing the singularity willnot he encoded, the number of the encoded leaves becomes Nt + 1. Therefore the number of leaves to be coded remains fixed w.r.t. J .
The high mte analysis done in Lemma 1 ensures that all the leaves lying in the interval [(Ki-l + 1) TZ-', KiT2-J] will be sequentially joined to form one joint leaf. Now let us allocate V J bits to each joint block, so that their distortion is bounded by A2T (P + 1)'2-' [6] . Therefore the bit rate required for coding the leaves is R L~~~ = (Nt + 1) V J .
In the improved coding scheme, the side information consists of two parts: 1. Bits required to encode the optimal binary tree. 2. Bits required to encode the leafjoint coding tree. The binary tree split-merge decision variable will consume bits equal to the total number of nodes ( M J -2JNt; from (3)) whereas the joint coding decision variable will consume bits equal to the total number of leaves (NJ -JNt; from (Nt + (Nt + 1) (P + I)') AZT Therefore the improved tree algorithm achieves the right asymptotic R-D behavior, which decays ezponentially. This result can be stated as Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 The improved binary tree algorithm, which jointly enwdes the similar neighbors, achieves the omcle like ezponentially decaying asymptotic R-D behavior
wherea cz = (Nt + (ye + 1) ( P + 1)') A'T And e3 = l N , l p + ,~+ l p + , ) ) I for the p l = e~s e polynomials.
F. Computational wmplezity
Let the size of the signal be N . The classical algorithm has essentially 3 parts:
1. Genemtion of the R-D curves for all the nodes of the full binary tree. Suppose that we are utilizing & different quantizers for R -D function generation. The number of nodes is of the order 0 (N)' Suppose we allow for a tree depth equal to log N, then wery level (i = 0,. . . , l o g y ) of the tree contains N pixels, which are divided among 2' nodes, on which R-D analysis has been done. Hence the average length of nodes is of the 0 (log N). Since R-D computation is proportional to the signal segment length, therefore R-D generation has the computational cost of the order 0 (NRq log N). 2. Pruning algorithm requires the computation of the minimum Lagrangian cost at each node for the chosen quality factor A. This results. in a computational cost of order O(NlogRq). The algorithm also performs split merge decision at the nodes which results in a computational complexity of 0 (N). Hence the pruning algorithm has the computational cost of the order O(N1ogRq). 3. Iterative seareh algorithm for an optimal quality factor x' calls the pruning algorithm for every quality factor (A) chosen. Suppose we arrive at optimal quality factor (x') in M iterations and in our bisection search algorithm ([SI)
M -0 (log N). Therefore the search algorithm, for arriving at an optimal quality factor, requires computational complexity of the order 0 ( N log Rq log N).
Therefore the overall computational complexity(Ca) is
Since an optimal binary tree has the number of leaves of the order 0(log N) , so the computational complexity of the neighbor joint coding algorithm will be O(NRqlogN). Hence the overall computational complexity of the improved coding scheme is also similar to that of the classical coding scheme (0 (N& 1% N) ). . . . signals with a reasonable computational complexity. The classical quadtree algorithm: Our algorithm employs a quadtree segmentation followed by a coding algorithm on each image block in an operational R-D optimal sense. We employ an operational R-D optimization that is similar to the approach used in [SI in finding the best wavelet packet bases.
NUMERICAL
The classical quadtree algorithm also exhibits the suboptimal performance due to the independent coding of the dependent nodes. For correcting the suboptimal behavior, we propose the improved quadtree algorithm.
The improved quadtree algorithm: The improved coding scheme employs the same previous classical quadtree coding scheme followed by the neighbor joint coding algorithm which, in fact, decides whether neighbors should be coded jointly or ( .We have also derived the asymptotic R-D behavior of our tree based coding schemes for the piecewise polynomial functions. Numerical simulations (Figure 3 ) confirm that these algorithms achieve optimal performance if the input image fits the model exactly. In addition, preliminary simulations show that our quad-tree algorithm outperforms JPEG2000 also in the case of compression of real life images such as Cameraman (Figure 5 ). Our aim is to improve such a performance further by better compressing the texture present in images. Another issue is to understand whether the proposed quad-tree scheme provides an efficient and fast tool to detect and compress contours in object oriented multimedia applications. We would also like to explore the other application areas, e.g. image N) ). while dynamic programming methods do not work for 2-D problems, our binary tree based coding scheme
